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time assured.
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Oil fights for freedom ... every possible drofl
must be conserved for essential war use. Here's
how you can do your part to save and serve'

7 Practical Ideas for "Waste Chasers'j

1. Avoid overheating. 65 is recommended,

2. Weatherstrip doors and windows,

3. Close of! unused rooms.

4. Make sure thermostat Is accurate.

5. Close fireplace damper when not In use,

6. Lower heat at night or when away,

7. Keep humidifiers full.

LE.DICK
Phone 622

Heppne r. Oregon

When the navy needed mammoth haw
gars for its blimps, it chose wood. These
huge wooden structures, largest in the
world, indicate the capacity of wood as
4 construction material.

4

This Christmas Give the Gift of

it HEARING
fo a hvsd one who is hard of hearing

LmOMC LARINC AID

; fllMBER ENGINEERING" is a big term to describe a big fact.
Requirements of war have taught us new facts about timber and have
proved wood capable of meeting the utmost structural demands.

In all lines, chemical as well as structural, wood is demonstrating its
versatility. It is the raw material not only of lumber but of paper, tex-
tiles, explosives, chemicals, many types of fabricated materials.

It is fortunate that such a vital resource grows in successive crops.
Many American acres are yielding their second, third and even fourth
harvests of trees. Private industry and public agencies are working to-
gether to prevent fire, protect forest lands, and increase the size of their
harvesis.

with New Neutral-Colo- r Earphone and Cord.
Come in . . . ask for a free demonstration.

i
'' f' i.'iA "A AvoilabU -- The new Bone Conduction Zenith for those

(1 - j whose physicians recommend this type of instrument. Model

' Si: ''v i, The new Bone-Ai- r Zenith-- an air conduction model of my ' kS rnendous reserve power and amplification range. Model A- - 3 --A,
J I50.U0.
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CoancO on Physical Medicine
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KINZUA PINE MILLS COMPANYSt ram Optica! Company
225 South Main Pendleton, Oregon


